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Once within the word EARTH I found the word ART. 
Since then there is no reason to look for ART.

Iliko Zautashvili, 1998, Bristol, UK

My artwork ranges between various fields and border territories that are 
contradictory sometimes. 
Art is a possibility to get in touch with reality, reveal new ideas and unexpected 
context. 
The solution comes by itself in accordance with the task set and situation. 
I’m curious how the same concepts can be realized through different media.
I can’t perceive art only as a time notion /past, present or future/.
Art is a spatial, unlimited category...

ILIKO ZAUTASHVILI 
b*1952, Tbilisi, Georgia 
Multimedia artist, participant of numerous international  exhibitions and events. A 
founder of many creative groups and institutional initiatives. A professor of the Tbilisi 
State Academy of  Art. Lives and works in Tbilisi, Georgia.

iliko.zautashvili@gmail.com 
mob: 995 5 93 53 01 28  

Artistic biography / selected 
Symposiums & Workshops
1998, Spike Island, Bristol, UK. 
Mirzaani International Artists Workshop, Georgia-UK-Ireland.
1999 ‘Wir Bringen den Stein zum Rollen’, lithographic studio, Tbilisi History Museum. 
2002  International Art Symposium, Thessaloniki, Greece. 
2003  Braziers International Artists Workshop, UK. 
2004 ‘Research without Frontiers’ International Curators Symposium, Goethe Institute, 
Tbilisi, Georgia. 
International Symposium and Workshop ‘Wind from the Caucasus’, Art-Vila Garikula, 
Georgia. 
International Symposium ‘Monkey’s Right to Paint’, Istanbul, Turkey. 



2005 ‘Consumption of Justice’, international symposium, Dyiarbakir, Turkey. 
‘Outlaw’, International Artists Workshop, Tbilisi, Georgia. 
2007 ‘Nine Dragon Heads’, 12th International environment Workshop and Art Symposium, 
Cheongju, Geoje, Seoul, South Korea. 
International Artists Workshop and Exhibition, Hweilan, Taiwan. 
2009, ‘Nine Dragon Heads’, 14th International environment Workshop and Art Symposium, 
Seoul, Jeju Island, Cheongju, South Korea. 
2011, ‘3 Paws’, the 1st Swiss-Korean Environmental Art Symposium, Biel/Bienne, Switzerland. 
2012, ‘Nomadic Party’, 17th International environment Workshop and Art Symposium, Seoul, 
South Korea. 
2013, ‘Ger to Ger’, 18th International environment Workshop and Art Symposium, Seoul, South 
Korea. 
2014, International contemporary artists workshop, Sarajevo and Venice.
2014, International contemporary artists workshop, Venice.
2015, 20th Years of the Nine Dragon Heads, Seoul, Busan, Suwon, Changwon, South, Korea. 

Residencies
1989-1990 Museum Friedericianum, Kassel, Germany. 
1992 Freyming Art Center, France.
1998 Spike Island artists program, Bristol, UK. 
2002 iaab, artists exchange program, Basel, Switzerland. 

Biennales, Forums, Fairs
1996  First Tbilisi Biennale, Georgia.
2000 ‘Transition Zero’, Gyumri Biennale, Armenia.
2003  ‘Caravan Sarai – Tbilisi’, International Forum of Visual Art and Art Events, Georgia. 
2004 ‘Metamorph’, Venice 9th Architectural Biennale, Italy.
‘Neo Geo’, Art Moscow, the Central House of Artists, Russia.
‘Point of Intersection’, Art-Caucasus 2004, Tbilisi, Georgia.
2005 ‘Beyond Stereotypes’, Art Caucasus 2005, Tbilisi, Georgia.
‘In the Shadow of Heroes’, 2nd Bishkek International Contemporary Art Exhibition, Kyrgyzstan. 
2006  Festival Est-Ouest, Die, France.
‘Art and Education’, virtual conference, Art Moscow 2006.
‘Visual Immortality’ International Biennale for Contemporary Art, Shumen, Bulgaria.
 Gyumri 5th International Biennale, Armenia.
2007 ‘Interpretation of Dreams’, Aluminium - 3rd Biennale of Contemporary Art, Baku, 
Azerbaijan. 

‘Atmosphere 41 Degree, City’, the parallel exhibition of the 10th International Istanbul Biennale, 
Siemens Art Gallery, Istanbul, Turkey;
2008  ‘Given Difference‘, 2nd Asian Contemporary Art Fair, New York, Manhattan’s Pier 92. 
2011, Atlantis’11, Palazzo Zenobio, international project at the 54th Venice Biennale.
2012 ‘Lines-Forms-Dreams’, Artbosphorus, Istanbul, Turkey. 
2013 ‘Love me Love me Not’, official collateral event of the 55th Venice Biennale, Tesa 100, 
Arsenale Nord.
2015 ‘Jump into the Unknown’, official collateral event of the 56th Venice Biennale, Palazzo 
Loredan.
2017 ‘Taste Of Tea’, parallel exhibition project of the 15th Istanbul Biennale, Istanbul Haydarpasha 
Terminal. 
2018, ‘Beyond Words’, The 4th International Mardin Biennale, Turkey. 
‘Beyond the Horizon’, Casa Contemporanea, parallel project of the 33rd Sao Paulo Biennale.

Solo exhibitions, actions
1988 ‘Concept as a plastic idea’, Petrovski Lines exhibition hall, Moscow, Russia.
1991 ‘Light Darkness’, Gallery Friedrich, Cologne, Germany.
1992 ‘cote coeur, cote couleur’, Freyming Art Centre, France.
‘Presence’, /performance/, Freyming Art Centre, France.
1993 ‘Through Nature’, Scheper Gallery, Amsterdam, the Netherlands. 
1994 ‘Through Nature’, R.A.S.P. the Netherlands. 
1998 ‘Am I you?’, /performance/, International Artists Workshop, Mirzaani, Georgia.
‘No Wall’, /performance/, I.Z and Core Performance Company /USA/, Tbilisi, Georgia.
2000  ‘As it is’, Old Gallery, Tbilisi, Georgia.
2001  ‘Gauguin in Four Dimension’, /performance, video/, Club Basement, Tbilisi, Georgia.
2002 ‘Schwarzmeer’, nt-areal, Basel, Switzerland.
2018, ‘Every relation has its own ideology‘, Tbilisi History Museum, Georgia. 
2019, ‘How to Catch up with a Dead Hare‘, Tbilisi History Museum, Georgia. 

Film and video
1990 ‘Sosie’, Scenario and art director, Georgia Film Studio, Tbilisi.
1992 ‘Sosie’, Film at  F.I.P.A.  Cannes, France.
1998 ‘Birth in Birth’, video, Theatre Artistic Athevains, Paris, France.
1999 ‘Where am I?’, Video documentary in collaboration with N-Gallery, Tbilisi, Georgia.
2002 ‘Time disappears in Time’, video, ‘Frontstore’, Basel, Switzerland.
‘Projected Vision’, video Art Festival, Mylos, Thessaloniki, Greece. 
2003  ‘Sansara-loop’, video, Braziers International Artists Workshop, UK. 
2007  ‘Time disappears in Time’, video, Transkaukazjia, Warsaw, Poland. 



2011  RSAV, public art project ‘Arrow of Time’, House of Chemists, City of Rustavi, Georgia. 

Group exhibitions
1974-1975 First & Second unofficial action-exhibitions, Tbilisi, Georgia.
1980 ‘Contemporary Georgian Art’, House of Artists, Sofia, Bulgaria.
1986 ’Generation 80’, House of Artists, Tbilisi, Georgia.
1987 ‘Non figurative art’, Hermitage Gallery, Moscow, Russia and National Picture Gallery, 
Tbilisi, Georgia.
1988 ‘Avant-garde 88’, Tbilisi History Museum ‘Karvasla’, Georgia. 
1989-1990 ‘Russian-Soviet Avant-garde’, Bodenschatz Gallery, Basel, Switzerland.
‘Georgische Kunstler’, Korner Park Gallery, Berlin, Germany.
‘Red and White’, Dijkstra Gallery, Amsterdam, the Netherlands and Arsenal Foundation, Warsaw, 
Poland.
‘Total Space’, Mars Gallery, Moscow, Russia
‘Georgia on my mind’, Museum Friedericianum, Kassel and Dumont Kunsthalle, Cologne, 
Germany. 
1991 ‘A rest on the way to Egypt’, Palace of Youth, Moscow, Russia.
‘DA, Gegen verbotene Ostkunst’, Vienna, Austria and ‘Sovangard’ Art Gallery, Berlin, Germany.
1992 ‘Black market’, Tbilisi History Museum ‘Karvasla’, Georgia.
‘Heat and Conduct’, Mappin Art Gallery, Sheffield and Arnolfiny Gallery, Bristol, UK.
1993 ‘Silk Road’, British-Georgian art project, Tbilisi History Museum ‘Karvasla’, Georgia.  
1995  ‘Ein Dialog’, Haus der Bayer AG, Leverkusen, Theodor-Hauss Academy, Gummersbach, 
Leopold-Hosch Museum, Duren, Germany.
1996  ‘Mega Universe’, T.M.S. Gallery, Tbilisi ; 
1997  ‘Between Photography & Painting’, IFA Gallery, Berlin, Germany.
1998  ‘Trans-formation’, UNESCO, Paris, France.
1999 ‘Camouflage’, Maison de l’Europe de Geneve, Switzerlad. 
1999-2000 ‘On the other Side of History’, Appolonia, Strasbourg, La ferme Du Buisson, Paris, 
France. 
‘Total Space II’, Georgian-Israeli art project, National Picture Gallery, Tbilisi, Georgia.
2001 ‘The Great Atrophy’, Hay-Art Cultural Center, Yerevan, Armenia.
2002 ‘S’il vous plait’, Thun, Switzerland.
‘Landscape and Territory’, Swiss-Georgian exhibition, N-Gallery, Tbilisi, Georgia.
‘Aspects of contemporary Photography of Southern Caucasus’, Museum of Photography, 
Thessaloniki, Greece.
‘Transmission’, Gallery  Priestor, Bratislava, Slovak Republic.
‘7+7, More Transparent’, Baku, Azerbaijan.
2003  Braziers International Artists Show, Proof Gallery, London, UK. 

‘Something about Love’, casino-Luxembourg, Luxembourg. 
‘Beware Religion’, Sakharov Center, Moscow, Russia.
2004 ‘Aspects de la photographie contemporaine du Caucase du Sud’, Centre d’Art Contemporain, 
Brussels, Belgium.
2005  ‘Georgian Art in Australia’, Shepparton Gallery, Australia.
2006  ‘Transfusion’, Kunsthalle Palazzo, Liestal, Switzerland.
‘Atmosphere 41 Degree’, National Centre for Contemporary Arts, Moscow, Russia. 
‘Atmosphere 41 Degree ’, East-West Festival, Die, France.
‘Nuit Blanche’, International Contemporary Video-Art Exhibition, Paris, France.
2008  ‘Voyage a Tbilissi’, Musee des Braux-Arts de Nantes, France; 
‘Modus Operandi –In quest of a different way’, Artisterium, I Tbilisi international contemporary 
art exhibition and art events, Georgian National Museum,  Tbilisi History Museum ‘Karvasla‘, 
Georgia.  
2009  ‘Born in Georgia‘, Cobra Museum of Modern Art, Amstelveen, the Netherlands.    
‘Emergency Biennale in Chechnya’,  Artisterium, II Tbilisi international contemporary art 
exhibition and art events, Tbilisi History Museum ‘Karvasla‘, Georgia.
‘Structural Changes‘, Transkaukazja, Art Center Zamok Uyezdovski, Warsaw, Poland.
 2010 ‘Words‘, Tbilisi State Museum of Georgian Literature, Georgia. 
‘Imagine the Future’, Artisterium III, Tbilisi international contemporary art exhibition and art 
events, Tbilisi History Museum ‘Karvasla‘, Georgia. 
2011 ‘Free fall’, Artisterium IV, Tbilisi international contemporary art exhibition and art events, 
Tbilisi History Museum ‘Karvasla‘, Georgia. 
2012 International ‘Sarajevo Winter 2012’ Festival, exhibition in the Turkish Cultural Center, 
Bosnia/Herzegovina.
‘The Protest that Never Ends’, Artisterium V, Tbilisi international contemporary art exhibition 
and art events, Tbilisi History Museum ‘Karvasla‘, Georgia. 
‘Samkura, a Journey’, Contemporary Art Center of Thessalonica, Greece. 
2013 ‘Preservation is Future’, International Environmental Art Festival, Gwangju Contemporary 
Art Museum, South Korea.  
2014 ‘Hotel Orient’, Tbilisi State Museum of Georgian Literature, Georgia. 
2016 ‘Museum of Words‘, G. Leonidze State Museum of Georgian Literature, Georgia. 
2016  ‘Kill the Buddha!’, Artisterium IX, Tbilisi international contemporary art exhibition and art 
events, Tbilisi History Museum ‘Karvasla‘, Georgia. 
Suncheon Bay International Eco-Environmental Art Festival, South Korea. 
2017 ‘Illegal Kosmonavtika’, Apexart’s Franchise Program winner project, Saguramo Institute of 
Space Structures, Georgia. 
2017 ‘State of Play’, Contemporary Art Gallery, Tbilisi History Museum, 2017. 
2018, ‘Come Ashore’, Ansan International Environmental Art Festival, South Korea. 
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“Homo, Meta, Mega” are the three perspectives adopted by Iliko 
Zautashvili to characterize the nature of his creative work. ‘Homo’ 
is a perspective realized within human parameters. “Meta” is a 
perspective that calls for the investigation of reality beyond the 
empirical world. “Mega” is the perspective that everything always 
remains in progress and undergoes constant transformation. In 
his works, the artist freely plays with multimedia possibilities. He 
involves various contexts in his art-objects, making no specific 
preference as to the means of self-expression, which can be texts 
or objects, images, spaces or even sounds.

“Art is not a social slave” says Iliko Zautashvili, thus trying to 
protect his art from superficial social clichés. Instead he prefers 
the integral research of bordering territories of a human activity. It 
means to investigate a reality through tracking down new ideas in 
the context of art-society-personality, which is what an artist can 
offer a society in return of his independence.

Magda Guruli
Curator 

Tbilisi, Georgia 



How to Catch up with a Dead Hare
Personal exhibition, Georgian National Museum, Tbilisi History Museum
21.11.2019 - 19.01.2020  

One of the exhibition halls of the Museum



Don’t make a Wish..., 2019, Installation, three chairs, text, single channel video projection, 303x550x370 cm



Objects and Meanings, 2019, Installation, Plexiglas shelves, words, objects, 12x262x20 cm. 



Objects and Meanings, 2019, Installation, details, 
Plexiglas shelves, words, objects, 12x262x20 cm



Numbers and Meanings, 2019, 
Installation, office furniture, 

font decals, video, 160x68x45 cm



Gravity, 2019, Installation, bird father on TV monitor, 21”

Next to the Art, 2019, Installation, text, rope, color reproduction, 258x135x89 cm



Cain, where is Abel, thy Brother?, 2011, 
Installation, 12 knives with incrusted 

words, white silk, 78x160x160 cm



Art is not a Social Slave, 2019, Installation, neon letters on plexiglas , 30x186x4 cm



Legendary story, 2019, object, 115x45x45 cm

Lock and Open, 2019, Metal object, acrylic, 3x40x40 cm



Double Magic, 2013, oil, acryli on canvas, 160 x190 cm



Mega Archive 
unlimited site-specific 

installation, negative storage 
pocket sleeves, objects of 

various sizes, new edition of 
the work, 2018. 

4th Mardin Biennale, Turkey

Mega Archive is an attempt 
to underline the flow of 
time through the memory 
of things. The objects 
collected in this archive are 
the material fragments that 
carry a memory of various 
places and cultures.  

They reflect the specific 
social, political, cultural 
and emotional information 
which we observe even if we 
do not realize it. 

We see them now, they have 
the past and being placed in 
the negative storage sleeves 
of the installation they have 
an indistinct future.  

The transparent sleeves that 
restrict the size of the objects 
can symbolize the time itself 
that can be the indefinite 
and constant progress of 
existence.





Mega Archive  IV,
unlimited ssite-specific installation, negative storage pocket sleeves, 
ribbons, plants, texts, 2018. 
‘Beyond the Horizon’, parallel project of the 33rd Sao Paulo Biennale, 
installation view in the Casa Contemporanea, Sao Paulo,Brazil. 



Every Relation has its own 
Ideology,

installation,  2 sofas, jointed 
wooden doll, walpaper, screen 

print on paper.  
2018 



Intervention by the Wind, 
installation,  

12 hair driers, 
3 sq/m, 2018 , 

installation view, 
Tbilisi History Museum



Throughout the Time,
wall installation,  

drawing, collage, lithography, 
screen print, text, 

photography, painting,
1974-2018



Minutes before the Collapse, 
2017, installation, 

black hand-cart with coal, 
2 gas containers, 

8 working metronomes,
1 shovel ,

small analog TV 
screen in a sand.

Saguramo Institute 
of Space Structures, 

Georgia



Minutes before the Collapse, 2017, installation, details

Iliko Zautashvili’s installation Minutes Before the Collapse is a critical reflection on the 
system within which he once lived. Two red gas containers of Soviet make placed in a black 
hand-cart filled up with coal, several mechanical metronomes making repetitive, evenly 
clicking sounds, and a small analog TV screen displaying black and white noise. The work is 
an allusion to the circumstances behind the Soviet space programs. Slave labor, the forced 
“sameness” imposed over society and non-stop propaganda were behind many significant 
achievements of the Soviet cosmos-related military. However, no matter how advanced 
the space programs were, a hand-cart requiring one’s body sweat in order to move was 
the object best describing the true nature of the Soviet Union. As one of the local jokes of 
the Cold War period goes, at one time the West was alarmed by new Soviet missiles being 
placed in a portable suitcase launcher, before they found out that the Soviets could not 
produce suitcases to begin with.

Magda Guruli
 Mariam Natroshvili

from the Broshure ‘Illegal Kosmonavtika’



Visible Side of the Invisible Object, 2016, installation, folded tin, ping-pong ball,
250 X 250 cm

Visible Side of the Invisible Object, 2016, installation, folded tin, ping-pong ball,
250 X 250 cm, detail



It’s You!, 1998, new edition of 2016, 
wall installation, mixed media, 7 white panels, 

24.5 X 23 cm. each, 7 mirrors with screen print texts.

The integration of linguistic code into visual information entails new conscious, verbal and creative dimensions. 
It’s You is the text-based work in which words are the conceptual component carrying the primary creative impulse. The work 
offer a viewer a more active process of understanding and greater range of involvement. The process of observation of the work 
exceeds the visual, eye pleasing, “only retinal” perceptivity and send visitors beyond visible, “physical body” of the work into his/
her own experience and imagination. 



Haven, 2016, object, book proccessed with glue, mirror. 60 X 52 X 52 cm



Rub out the Word, Dedicated to the Victims of the Totalitarian Regimes, 2014, object, mounted on mirror printing machine 
painted in black, black paper. 60 X 52 X 52 cm. 



Wisdom, 2015, object, 3 books, Chinese paper, aluminium, 50 X 50 X 50 cm



The work is an irony on the tendency of a private life and attitude towards a woman
being seen only in context of utilization and pleasure. It can be a symbol of objectification
of a woman by the consumerist society. In fact, the work assists the revelation
of topical issues of a gender that are problematic.

Dessert, 2016, installation, table cover, dessert, lingerie, size variable. 

According to the Earth, According to the Sky II, 2012-2016
diptych, colour photographs on aquarelle paper, 50 x 60 cm.



CAIN, WHERE IS ABEL THY BROTHER?

The installation provokes the audience to reconsider the ordinary sense and meaning of 
already settled words. Twelve words inscribed on the twelve knives indicate the double 
nature of the twelve well-known meanings: EGO, FAME, POWER, GOLD, PASSION, 
MORAL, TERRITORY, NATIONALITY, RELIGION, REVOLT, SOCIETY, FAITH.

Placing words against the edge of a knife reveal the dichotomy of the notions that embody 
our values system, which has a protective nature for “collective mind” on a social level, 
while on the other hand authorizes and frees us from a personal responsibly.

The concept of the work is focused on the thousand year-long dilemma: “I” and “mine”, 
“Me” and “others”: nationality, colour, territory, religion, property, etc. “I” is so much 
identified with nationality, religion, traditions, etc. that one can kill, torture, deprive, etc. 
and never accept a responsibility for corruption of the basic ideas of human existence. The 
voice of a biblical god «Cain, Where is Abel, thy Brother» continues to call to us around the 
world, as people kill each other on behalf of faith, territories, power, and freedom.

Cain, Where is Abel thy Brother?, 2011-2015
installation view, Kare Art Gallery,  Istanbul, Turkey.



Annelise Zwez

The Decline of the West is the title the artist gave to the tent covered with textile prints of 
different sort of pictures coming out of a Western European magazines of the 1950s.
Radiant faces of young girls in some sort of Marilyn Monroe-style, cars in the design of the 
time, binoculars out of an advertisement and so on. Originally the tent should have been 
a “yurt“ to point out the clash of cultures we have in our global world today.  However, as 
Magda Guruli, the artist’s partner and a curator of his work told me, this was not possible 
to realize for the show, so the pictures refer less to a cultural clash but to a past time in 
western Europe that was full of hope and visions 10 years after the end of the second 
world war; pictures in a spirit we hardly find in Western culture today. 
At first we react with joy, but quickly the feeling runs into melancholia and uncertainty. 

 
for the catalogue International Environmental Art Festival, Preservation is Future 

Moodeung, Museum of Contemporary Art, Gwangju, South Korea, 2013.  



ARTIST, SOCIETY, SYSTEM. 

Magda Guruli

In his installation Public Opinion – presented within the project Jump into the Unknown 
for the 56th International Art Exhibition, La Biennale di Venezia – a clothing iron with the 
raised words “Public Opinion” on its metal underside sits on an ironing desk covered with 
printed fabric. Black and white photo-collage consisting of images of topical newspaper 
headlines printed on the fabric. The images on the fabric are as if forced on the surface by 
the iron of Public Opinion. 

Many extremely important and vital issue of nowadays forms the public opinion. However 
it fails to have much influence as it is still affected by the political systems and mainstream. 
A personal voice is always lost in the collective attitudes shaped by the majority of voices. 
Nevertheless the iron of Public Opinion may be a symbol of a society that can offer a 
significant contribution to the formation of an alternative set of meanings and ideas.

The installation Public Opinion presented within the project Jump into the Unknown is the 
latest version of the work. 



Pubic Opinion, 2012
installation view 
Thessaloniki Contemporary Art Centre, Greece. 



Pubic Opinion, 2015
lay out for the fabric, detail.

Pubic Opinion, 2015
56th Venice Biennale, 
Official Collateral 
Events,
Project “Jump in to 
the Unknown“
Installation View, 
Palazzo Loredan. 

Public Opinion, 2015 
installation, 
119 x 118 x 250 cm 
clothing Iron with 
metal inscription, 
ironing board digital 
sublimation print on 
satin.



Pubic Opinion, 2018, Installation view in Tbilisi History Museum 



UNQUIET HISTORIES OF THE PRESENT: AN ANXIOUS FREEDOM 

Charles Merewether

Iliko Zautashvili’s recent installation Time Disappears in Time is composed of pillows 
imprinted with the calendar that are placed on the floor and upon these pillows lie flat 
screen monitors. 

The monitors show images of water flowing in opposite directions. There is a peacefulness 
of the room with its pillows and images of flowing water. And yet, the installation does not 
conjure the space of dreams, disrupted as it is by the presence and inexorable passage of 
time. Images are shown of water flowing in opposite directions as it moving into the past 
and the future just as a figure appears standing at a bridge, in-between spaces. 

Emblematic of this disturbance, the present becomes a suspended point in-between time 
providing a stillness that is a comforting moment of respite and yet whose conditions of 
possibility are determined by what lies before and after, past and therefore no longer, 
future and unknown. The curiosity of this question is to eradicate the significance one may 
give to both the past and the future. Neither provide certainty of assurance. This, in turn, 
produces a form of suspended freedom, the freedom of the present moment, a still point 
hovering between time and place and therefore belongs to neither nor to itself. 
What is given nonetheless is the space, the space that art demands of time to be given, a 
space in which one finds a way to take measure of the inexorable presence.

for the catalogue Given Difference, Pier 92, New York, 2008.



NOVA HISTORIA: THE ROLE OF TIME-BASED MEDIA IN THE RE-
EVALUATION OF MEMORY

Suad Garayeva

FROM THE MOMENT JOHN CAGE INTRODUCED 
4’33” (1952) – HIS FOUR MINUTE 

THIRTY-THREE SECOND LONG COMPOSITION 
OF SILENCE FOR VARIOUS INSTRUMENTS – 

HE IGNITED THE CONCEPT OF TIME 
AS OBJECT, INTO THE REALM OF ART. 

It’s influence has since led to varied creative undertakings and new ways of engaging with 
time not only as a concept , but also material. Complemented by an increasing use of 
moving-image technologies in fine art since the 1960s, time-based media has become 
an inseparable constituent of contemporary art today.  As artists of diverse practices and 
preoccupations turn to video as a predominant medium, the fluid engagement with art 
takes over the traditional static appreciation of ‘art-as-object’ and forces the viewer to 
consider time as active element. This essay looks at how new media is being employed in 
the works of artists presented in the Love Me, Love Me Not exhibition and how time enters 
and affects the pre-existing sets of issues these artists set out to tackle. 

IN his segment of Ten Minutes Older (2002), conceived as a future-length compilation 
of short films by leading directors, on the theme of time, Volker Schlondorf shows a 
day of the life of mosquito, overlaid with profound deliberations on the problematics of 
conceptualizing and registering time. Based on the confessions of St. Augustine (A.D. 354 
-430) the conclusion suggests that time is an unattainable concept that cannot be defined, 
lest by the guidance of the Merciful. In a witty pun of attributing  thoughts spanning 
the depth of human history,  to a seemingly insignificant lifespan of a insect, Schlondorf 
suggests the ubiquity of such inquiries and a significance of the instant flash of a moment,  
for all creation and alike. 

Georgian artist Iliko Zautashvili employs a more sober aesthetic to express a more similar 
concern with a contemporary attempt to capture time. In his installation Time Disappears in 
Time (2006/2012), twelve pillows printed with calendar months are stacked in a haphazard 
pile on the floor. Positioned between them are three monitors looping a vide collage. A 
view of a man facing outward on a city bridge is superimposed with numerous digital 
timers, which count up and down at varying paces. This random ticking away of seconds 
questions the obsession with time in the contemporary rat-race. Doubting the authority of 
the ticking clock, Iliko juxtaposes it with the natural registers of passing time – the other 
frame shot of the video is of a river close-up. The artist questions the enforced pace of city 
life and resulting oblivion to the actual passage of time, as referenced by indistinguishable 
months left behind.  Jumping between sound and silence, the fleeting and the eternal, 
the video ends with the words that could have been a line out Schlondorf’s mosquito’s 
monologue: ‘Don’t worry about the future, it isn‘t here yet and now it’s gone…’. 

For the catalogue Love me, Love me Not
Official Collateral Event of the 

56th International Art Exhibition - 
La Biennale di Venezia, 2013.



Time Disappears in Time, 2013, video stills.

Time Disappears in Time, 2013 
installation view, Arsenale Nord, Tesa 100 
55th Venice Biennale.



Time Disappears in Time,  2006/2013
installation, 12 pillows with b/w screen print,
3 flat screen monitors, text, video with sound, 3’50”/loop.

Time Disappears in Time, 2006
installation view, NCCA, Moscow, Russia.

Time Disappears in Time, 2007 
installation view,  Siemens Art Gallery, Istanbul, Turkey.



Labyrinth,  2006, dyptich, 
digital print, A4, for the project 

“Terror?” 
by Intersection for the Arts, 

San Francisco, USA. 



DIRECTION TBILISI VIA NANTES

Magda Guruli

The installation Habits, Needs and… is a 47 sq/m spatial object, filled with psychological, 
sociological and metaphorical symbols. The installation consists of four transparent 
Plexiglas shelves, on which four monitors show scenes from every day’s life. Plots change 
from time to time and each has its specific sound. In the centre of the installation, there is 
also a transparent stand with a number of metronomes working at different speeds.

A shelf is for the artist both a functional and notional object. A shelf or a combination 
of shelves enables one to separate an object from its general environment, but can also 
radically alter a point of perception by their sole positioning, whether they are set up 
vertically or horizontally, chaotically or in order.

On the monitors, one can see scenes which illustrate human routine and habits, passions, 
needs, etc. The artist does not propose any particular definition or accent. The sequences 
are not connected to each other in any particular way. The two entrances of the installation 
emphasize and symbolize the dualistic nature of the theme. The text on the front wall states 
that “there are no answers to the most important questions”. The installation belongs to 
the works,  always remaining in progress and modifying in space and time.

for the catalogue Voyage a Tbilissi 
Musee des Beaux-Arts de Nantes, France, 2008.



Habits, Needs and…, 2008
installation,  4 shelves, 4 monitors 
b/w video with sound 
8 metronomes, plexiglas box, text, post cards.

Following pages: 

Habits, Needs and…, 2008, 
installation view
Musee des Beaux-Arts de Nantes, France.

Habits, Needs and…, 2008
video stills.





Touch Everything except my Heart, 2000 
installation, 16 photographs, 30 x 40 cm 17 plexiglas, shelves, plaster object, text on the 
shelf, installation’s size various. 

Installation view, La Ferme du Buisson, Marne-la-Vallee, France.

ON THE OTHER SIDE OF HISTORY

Anne Tronche

The Heterogeneity of the modern world with its cultural contradictions and its economic 
paradoxes is transported in the montages and assemblages proposed by the artist. The 
collision of two distinct objects and the montages of images that represent different, 
moments of a narration strongly attenuate the concept of continuous, homogenous time. 

When Iliko Zautashvili seems to be on essentially sentimental ground, with his installation 
Touch everything except my Heart he is positing the necessarily ambivalent relationship 
between the artists and his subject, translating the transient nature of our reality with 
fragmentary documents. The group of photographs depicting events distant in the mists of 
memory, as well as the white plaster heart locked in a display case, and the representation 
of a woman naked save for her black gloves, all these announce and yet simultaneously 
conceal different levels of meaning. 

The work seems to function like a secret text which gives clues, but seeks also to maintain  
the privilege of hermeticism. It is a strategy whose objective is to arouse within the viewer 
a kind of mental impatience, which urges him to pose questions, leading him to put forward 
answers. 

By imagining situations with act upon the observer’s conscience, Iliko Zautashvili is able to 
touch simultaneously upon the behaviour of the individual in society, his relative passivity, 
and the absolute necessity of the principle of interiority, without the two appearing 
contradictory.

Touch everything except my Heart is a voluntarily sentimental work, for this enables the 
construction of a vision of a resistance, which is necessary in the relationship that obtains 
between the internal conscience and the course of history.

for the catalogue Au verso de l’histoire, Marne-la-Vallee, France, 2000.  



Touch Everything except my Heart, 2000, installation details. 



Touch Everything except my Heart, 2018,
installation, 16 photographs, 30 x 40 cm 17 plexiglas, shelves, plaster object, text on the 
shelf, installation’s size various. 

Installation view, Tbilisi HIstory Musuem, Georgia.



Touch Everything except my Heart, 2018,  installation details. 



MegaArchive III, 2007
unlimited site-specific installation 
negative sheet, Taiwanese knitting threads 
Hwei Lan Art Centre, Taiwan.

Following pages:

MegaArchive III, 2007
installation view 
Hwei Lan Art Centre, Taiwan.

MegaArchive III, 2007
detail, Hwei Lan Art Centre, Taiwan.





Zig-Zag, 2011
site-specific installation 
Biel/Bienne, Switzerland

Dice, 2012
sculpture, concrete, painted iron 
500 x 400 x 80 cm, Maltakva Park 
city of Poti, Georgia.  



Dominanta, 1988
sculpture, polished stones 
19 x 20 x 1.50 cm. 

Focused on Details, 2009
site-specific installation

Nine Dragon Heads, 14th International 
Environment Art Symposium, South Korea.



Room to Room, 
2009
site-specific 
installation
Nine Dragon 
Heads, 14th 
International 
Environment 
Art Symposium, 
South Korea.

Fifth Element
outdoor projects for the “Jump into Unknown”, “Nine Dragon 
Heads”, 14th International 
Environment Art Symposium, South Korea, 2009.



Double Bottom, 2005
video DV, with sound, loop, 5’00”/loop.



Sansara, 2003/2006
video DV, with sound, 2’52”/loop.



AM I YOU? 

Magda Guruli

Acceptance of the unfamiliar is a very important aspect of today’s life. There are many 
kinds of philosophical, social and psychological theories to describe our relationships to 
minorities, other nations, other religions, or people who think differently – The Other. 
In the words of Jacques Derrida, “the other can never be understood as presence, 
but only with concepts like traces and exteriority. He has completely broken with the 
phenomenological metaphysics of presence — the other can never be understood in 
a theoretical act, but only by means of ethical responsibility: I take responsibility for 
the other.” The uneasiness of this kind of responsibility triggers moments of cultural 
misunderstanding, religious, territorial or personal conflicts.

Am I You? 1998, performance, Mirzaani International Artists Workshop, Mirzaani Village, Eastern Georgia.

In his performance Am I You?,1998, Iliko Zautashvili uses four participants in two parts 
who, through action, try to understand each other. Behavioural patterns and contexts 
serve as barriers. In one case eye bondage interrupts communication; in another, different 
languages. The artists creates a hermetic setting of restricted communication. While 
the first pair attempts to know each other on a sensual level via touch, the second pair 
focuses on texts, vis the simultaneous reading of words. The artist shows the impossibility 
of communication when it is rapped within one’s own language or culture. However the 
other can still be perceived through a nonverbal mode, such as touch. 

for the publication The Journey to the East, Gallery Arsenal, Bialystok, Poland, 2011.



Am I You?, 2011
screen print on T-shirt, 
Biel/Bienne, Switzerland.  

Am I You?, 2007
Hwei Lan Art Centre, Taiwan.



Am I You?, 2016
Suncheon Bay International Eco-Environmental Art Festival, South Korea. 



IN SEARCH OF A FLYING CARPET, 
PICTURES FROM A CAUCASIAN ALBUM

Magda Guruli

The goal of Georgian artist Iliko Zautashvili in his photographic diptych 
Caucasian Manifesto, Archetype of Prohibition, (diptych, colour 
photographs, 2008) is to make commonplace the Caucasian myth and 
reality through images. The first image shows the bodies of a man and 
a woman lying next to each other with a knife among them, while the 
second image shows the disobedience to the rule the knife represents.  

The artist translates this archaic motive into the present to show the 
absurdity of the rules regarding prohibitive nature, many of which 
continue to exist on a conscious or subconscious level - the memory 
of a violation which entails various kinds of punishment. Sometimes 
these traditional bans can manifest within social regulations as well. For 
example, a death penalty may be given when one commits an act of 
cruelty upon another. The message of this work is that there are some 
prohibitions and biases that continue to exist, oppressing society’s 
freedom of choice. The knife symbolizes censorship, taboo and a ban. 
The violation entails a punishment, a death. It is possible to assume 
that this interdiction still suppresses some people as it extends not only 
to sexual relationships, but also to current prohibitions, like a subtext 
layered within social consciousness. The work is an attempt to research 
the traditional topic of a ban and its influence on a human being who 
violates or obeys the banning. It also exists as a visual symbol for the 
control which society still holds in relation to the individual.

for the publication 
Neighbours -  Contemporary Narratives from Turkey and Beyond

Istanbul Modern, Turkey, 2014.



Every Relation has its own Ideology, 2006, L-print on canvas, 90X120 cm.



NEW ART FROM TBILISI

SUSAN E REID

Zautashvili’s paintings are variations on shades of grey which play off the visual and tactile 
interest of the contrasting texture of the various materials he uses, from the shiny bitumen, 
through creamy oil paint, to the grittiness of cement, sand and earth ... 

Zautashvili regards his paintings neither as self expression nor as purely physical objects. 
Rather they lie “on the line between paintings and concept”. His paintings are produced 
through a long process of readjustment which welcomes the effect of chance. They often 
begin with free, colourful and expressive paintings, which is then overprinted in layers of 
geometric planes in shades of gray, to cleanse them of expression and of narrative. 

In his best works he achieves a poise, a sense of temporary equilibrium between the 
elements, momentarily arrested from their flux. In some a bright streak of colour, as if from 
the world of human impulses, bursts out across the sublimated gray surface. Zautashvili’s 
work is about the relation between human instincts and the realm of pure ideas of spirit. 
Inspired by his interest in Eastern philosophy, both Hinduism and Buddhism, it seeks an 
understanding of a spiritual realm which lies beyond the material world, without denying 
the physical.

for the catalogue Hit and Conduct
Arnolfini Bristol, Mappin Sheffield, UK,1992.



Between Silence and Vibration, 2007, mixed media on A1 paper Landscape,2003, pencil on paper, 70 X 50 cm.



Oasis, 2002, mixed media, collage on cardboard, 80 X 120 cm. Gardener,1990, mixed media on wood, 100 X 100 cm.



Transparent Meanings,1981, Chinese ink on cardboard, 26 X 18 cm Transparent Meanings II, 1981, 
Chinese ink on cardboard, 26X18 cm.



Bird,1981, Chinese ink on cardboard, 23.3 X 20.4 cmUntitled,1981, Chinese ink on cardboard, 22.4 X 35.3 cm



Gate, 1988
mixed media on canvas, 100 x 60 cm

The Gate of Sorrow, 1992
mixed media on canvas, 160 x 130 cm



This Text is an Image, 1996, re-printed in 2017 , screen-print on paper, , 70 X 50 cm

Part of Water Became Earth, 2002
mixed media, lithography on cardboard
120 x 80 cm. 




